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Abstract
Motivated by certain conjectures regarding immanants of Jacobi-Trudi matrices,
Stanley has recently defined and studied a symmetric function generalization XG
of the chromatic polynomial of a graph G. Independently, Chung and Graham
have defined and studied a directed graph invariant called the cover polynomial.
The cover polynomial is closely related to the chromatic polynomial and to the
rook polynomial, so it is natural to ask if one can mimic Stanley's construction and
generalize the cover polynomial to a symmetric function. The answer is yes, and the
bulk of this thesis is devoted to the study of this generalization, which we call the
path-cycle symmetric function. We obtain analogues of some of Stanley's theorems
about XG and we generalize some of the theory of the cover polynomial and the
rook polynomial. In addition, we are led to define a symmetric function basis that
seems to be a "natural" generalization of the polynomial basis
d ) k=0,1,...,d
and we prove a combinatorial reciprocity theorem that gives an affirmative answer
to Chung and Graham's question of whether the cover polynomial of a digraph de-
termines the cover polynomial of -its complement. The reciprocity theorem also ties
together several scattered results in the literature that previously seemed unrelated.
In the remainder of the thesis, we prove some miscellaneous results about Stan-
ley's function XG and we also sketch briefly in the introduction a possible approach
to generalizing other graph polynomials (and a few other combinatorial polynomi-
als) to symmetric functions.
Thesis supervisor: Richard P. Stanley
Title: Professor of Applied Mathematics
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Introduction
Mathematicians are notorious for sterilizing their technical papers so that there
remains no taint of motivation. All traces of how the proofs were originally discov-
ered are completely obliterated-or, at the very least, carefully disguised-so that
maximum brevity and elegance are achieved. While this approach is ideal for the
reader who wishes to use the paper solely as a reference (or as an object for aes-
thetic contemplation), the student who really wants to understand the paper is done
a disservice. On the other hand, an informal presentation that gives a great deal
of intuitive motivation and works through many concrete examples may be ideal
pedagogically, but it is frustrating for the researchers who wish to extract only what
they need for their own work.
I have adopted a compromise here. The body of this thesis is written in the
customary definition-theorem-proof style, with some motivational comments scat-
tered haphazardly. However, this introduction is written in a more informal style,
and I try to show how my work fits into the larger scheme of things. I provide
precise definitions here only when I feel that they are critical to the exposition; for
full definitions the reader should consult Chapter 1 and the references cited therein.
The principal objects of study in this thesis may not seem natural or intrinsi-
cally interesting a priori, so let me begin by describing two previous lines of research
that are interesting and natural. We will then see how the present thesis arose out
of the unexpected convergence of those two lines of study.
The first of these pre-existing lines of research is the study of immanants of
matrices. To understand what these are, recall that the determinant of a matrix
may be thought of as a sum of the form
aESn i=1
where S, denotes the symmetric group on n letters. Similarly, the permanent of a
matrix is a sum of the form
aESn i=1
Notice that the only difference between these two expressions lies in the coefficients:
in the case of the determinant, the coefficients are given by the sign character of Sn,
and in the case of the permanent, the coefficients are given by the trivial character
of Sn. This observation suggests that perhaps expressions of the form
Z XA(oa) fJxi, (i)
aESn i=1
(where XA is an irreducible character of Sn), called immanants, might be interest-
ing objects of study. It turns out, not entirely unexpectedly, that the theory of
immanants is not as rich as the theory of determinants (see [Gre] for a brief survey
of work done on immanants). However, in the special case of Jacobi- Trudi matrices,
which are matrices that arise in the theory of symmetric functions, there is a rich
array of combinatorial conjectures related to immanants. While it is tempting to
give a summary of these beautiful conjectures, we shall restrict ourselves to describ-
ing just one of them, due to Stanley and Stembridge [S-S], since it is the only one
directly relevant to our present purposes. The interested reader is referred to [Gre]
and [S-S] for the full story.
To state the Stanley-Stembridge conjecture (also known as the Poset Chain
Conjecture), we must first define a certain invariant Xp of a poset P. A coloring
of a poset P is a map . that sends each element of P to a positive integer (or
"color") and whose fibers are totally ordered subsets (or "chains") of P. Then Xp
is defined by
n PEP
where the sum is over all colorings of P. Since the colors may be permuted indis-
criminately, Xp is a symmetric function, i.e., it is invariant under any permutation
of the indeterminates xi. By the well-known fundamental theorem of symmetric
functions, every symmetric function has a unique expression as a polynomial in the
elementary symmetric functions en defined by
en= - E X Xi 2 .< Xin
0<il <i2 <"..<in
The Poset Chain Conjecture states that if P does not contain an induced subposet
isomorphic to the disjoint union of a three-element chain and a one-element chain,
then Xp has nonnegative coefficients when expressed as a polynomial in the elemen-
tary symmetric functions. (For the exact connection between this conjecture and
the immanants of Jacobi-Trudi matrices, the reader is referred to [S-S].) The Poset
Chain Conjecture is supported by considerable numerical evidence and some partial
results (notably Gasharov's theorem [Gal] that under the hypotheses of the conjec-
ture, Xp has nonnegative coefficients when expanded in terms of Schur functions),
but remains open.
The next step in the story is a simple but important observation of Stanley
that the invariant Xp can be extended from a poset invariant to a graph invariant.
More specifically, let G(P) denote the incomparability graph of P, i.e., the graph
whose vertex set is the set of elements of P and in which two vertices are adjacent
if and only if they are not comparable as elements of P. Note that chains in P
correspond to independent sets of G(P) (i.e., subsets of vertices with no edges
between them), and that colorings of P correspond to colorings of G(P) in the
usual sense of assignments of colors to the vertices of G(P) such that adjacent
vertices are never assigned the same color. Now the notion of a coloring makes
sense for any graph G and not just incomparability graphs, so we may define
XG def X(v)
where the sum is over all colorings of G and the product is over all vertices v of G.
The reason this observation is significant is that the invariant XG so defined
turns out to be a generalization of the chromatic polynomial XG(n) of G. (This
therefore opens up the possibility of applying the well-established theory of graph
colorings to the solution of the Poset Chain Conjecture.) More precisely, recall
that XG(n) is by definition the number of colorings of G such that every vertex is
assigned a color between 1 and n inclusive. From this we see that if we set n of
the indeterminates xi equal to 1 and the rest equal to 0, XG becomes XG(n). This
specialization procedure (of setting n of the indeterminates equal to 1 and the rest
equal to 0) is an important one, so we introduce the notation g(ln) to represent
the result of so specializing the symmetric function g. We will come back to this
specialization later.
Let me now break off this account of this line of research temporarily in order
to describe the other line of research that was alluded to earlier. This second
line of research is the mathematical theory of juggling. Apart from the fact that
many mathematicians are amateur jugglers, the recreational flavor of juggling gives
its mathematical study great intuitive appeal. In the delightful paper [BEGW],
the authors show how some intriguing and nontrivial mathematics arises from the
analysis of various juggling patterns. In particular, they are led to consider a
poset invariant called the binomial drop polynomial [B-G] (which turns out to be
equivalent to the factorial polynomial of [GJW1]).
In the course of studying the binomial drop polynomial, Chung and Gra-
ham [CG1] had the idea of generalizing it to an invariant of a directed graph.
More precisely, they made the simple observation that a poset P may be thought of
as a directed graph D(P) whose vertices are the elements of P and in which u -+ v
is an edge if and only if u < v in P. They were then led to generalize the binomial
drop polynomial of a poset to an invariant of an arbitrary directed graph that they
call the cover polynomial.
Since the cover polynomial is central to this thesis, we digress momentarily to
give its definition. A path-cycle cover of a directed graph D is a spanning subgraph
of D each of whose connected components is either a directed path or a directed
cycle. (An isolated vertex is considered to be a path of zero length and an isolated
loop is considered to be a cycle of length one.) The cover polynomial C(D; i, j) is
then defined to be
C(D; i, j) de' E (S)J(S)
S
where the sum is over all path-cycle covers S of D, p(S) is the number of connected
components of S that are paths, c(S) is the number of connected components of S
that are cycles, and the underline indicates the lower factorial, i.e.,
ik i(i- 1)...(i- k + 1).
(This rather mysterious definition is motivated by deletion-contraction considera-
tions; the interested reader is referred to [CG2] for more explanation.)
Returning now to our main account, we remark that based on what we have
said so far, the reader would probably not expect any connection between the math-
ematics of immanants and the mathematics of juggling, other than the fact that
posets and graphs enter the picture in both cases. The surprise, however, is that
for any poset P, the polynomial (in n) Xp(1 n ) is the factorial polynomial of P!
This unexpected connection suggests that we ought to stop for a moment and
clarify the precise relationships between all the algebraic invariants mentioned so
far. First, in the realm of posets, we have the symmetric function invariant Xp. This
becomes, via the specialization Xp H+ Xp(ln), the factorial polynomial or binomial
drop polynomial of P. The invariant Xp generalizes to a graph invariant XG, and
XG(1") is the chromatic polynomial of G. (It follows that the chromatic polynomial
is a generalization of the factorial polynomial; this has actually been known for a
long time [GJW2].) We also have a generalization of the factorial polynomial to a
directed graph invariant: the cover polynomial. It is therefore irresistible to ask (and
Chung and Graham in fact do ask this) if there is a symmetric function invariant
of a directed graph, analogous to XG, which turns into the cover polynomial upon
applying the specialization g i-+ g(ln). This question brings us (finally!) to the
main topic of this thesis.
In Chapter 1, among other things, a symmetric function generalization (the
path-cycle symmetric function) of the cover polynomial is defined, following a sug-
gestion of Stanley. More precisely, the path-cycle symmetric function of a directed
graph D is defined by
L (X;Y) d4-f E fn,(S (X), (S (Y
S
where the sum is as before over all path-cycle covers S of D, x and y are (countably
infinite) sets of commuting independent indeterminates, ir(S) denotes the integer
partition consisting of the lengths of the directed paths in S, o(S) denotes the
integer partition consisting of the lengths of the directed cycles of S, fh denotes
the augmented monomial symmetric functions (the same as the usual monomial
symmetric functions except with a constant factor), and p denotes the power sum
symmetric functions. (We shall presently give a few more words of motivation for
this unwieldy-looking definition.)
It is not difficult to show that the path-cycle symmetric function has the desired
property of becoming the cover polynomial under the specialization g i-, g(ln). In
Chapter 2, which forms the bulk of this thesis, the properties of the path-cycle
symmetric function are investigated, and a number of striking results are obtained.
In section 1, we obtain analogues of some of the basic theorems about XG. In
section 3, we obtain generalizations of some of the basic results of rook theory,
such as the M6bius inversion formula of [GJW4], and the fundamental inclusion-
exclusion formula for rooks. Here already we obtain our first surprise. In the course
of generalizing the inclusion-exclusion formula for rooks, we are led to define a
certain (vector space) basis for symmetric functions that does not seem to have been
studied before but which seems to be an important object. It has some surprising
connections with monomial symmetric functions and fundamental quasi-symmetric
functions (for example, any symmetric function that is a nonnegative combination
of fundamental quasi-symmetric functions also has nonnegative coefficients when
expanded in terms of this new symmetric function basis), and it also generalizes the
polynomial basis S(x + k)
n ) k=O,l,...,n
that arises in many contexts in combinatorics.
Perhaps the most surprising result, though, appears in section 2, which gives a
"reciprocity" formula relating the path-cycle symmetric functions of complementary
digraphs. (Two digraphs are complementary if the edges of one are precisely the
non-edges of the other.) The way this formula was discovered is instructive: I was
trying to find an analogue of [St2, Corollary 2.7], which is a theorem about wXG.
Here w is an involution on the space of symmetric functions that arises naturally
in many contexts. It is therefore natural to consider what w does to the path-cycle
symmetric function. I did not actually succeed in proving the result I was hoping
for, but ended up proving the reciprocity formula instead. I was then amazed to
discover afterwards that the reciprocity formula has several beautiful corollaries.
For example, when specialized to the context of the cover polynomial, it provides
a remarkably simple formula relating the cover polynomials of complementary di-
graphs:
C(D;i,j) = (-1)dC(D'; -i -, j),
where d is the number of vertices of D. (Chung and Graham had conjectured that
some such relation might exist, but did not even have a conjectural formula. In
fact, the reciprocity formula for cover polynomials is not an easy one to guess,
and it seems that generalizing to the symmetric function context actually makes it
easier to find the pattern-although Ira Gessel did independently arrive at the reci-
procity formula for cover polynomials without resorting to symmetric functions.)
Further specialization of the reciprocity formula to the context of factorial polyno-
mials gives a formula relating factorial polynomials of complementary boards that
is much simpler and more elegant than previously known formulas. Also, a different
specialization of the reciprocity formula gives a result that Stanley and Stembridge
have proved in the course of their study of immanants.
The remainder of the thesis consists of a miscellaneous collection of results
about the path-cycle symmetric function (scattered throughout Chapter 2) and
about XG (in Chapter 3). For example, XG is shown to be reconstructible from
the list of vertex-deleted subgraphs of G, and Chung and Graham's concept of G-
descents is shown to have an application to the study of XG. Instead of giving
further details about these results, however, I wish to conclude by addressing the
question: where do we go from here?
We have seen that XG and the path-cycle symmetric function are natural ob-
jects to study (if one is familiar with the relevant background), and the attractive
results obtained in the course of investigating them also provide some a posteriori
justification for their study. But once we have derived the main properties of the
path-cycle symmetric function, what is there left to do? Is this a dead end?
The title of this thesis suggests a possible direction for further research. We
know now that the chromatic polynomial and the cover polynomial have interest-
ing symmetric function generalizations. What about other graph polynomials, or
more generally, other combinatorial polynomials? Do they have natural symmetric
function generalizations?
To answer this question, let us re-examine how the chromatic polynomial and
the cover polynomial are generalized. In both cases, it turns out that the method of
generalization is based on interpreting the polynomial as counting the total number
of colorings of a certain kind. The generalization is then obtained by enumerating
the same set of colorings, but keeping track of the number of times each color is
used. (This is the motivation for the unusual-looking definition of 6D given above.)
The problem with this idea is that most combinatorial polynomials do not have
any obvious interpretation in terms of colorings. However, it is possible to modify
the above idea slightly so that it applies to a wider class of algebraic invariants.
I will not go into details here, since I hope to do so elsewhere, but the essential
idea is to generalize a polynomial by first interpreting it as enumerating the total
number of partitions of a set of a certain kind, and then obtaining a generalization by
enumerating the same set of partitions but keeping track of the type of the partition.
There are already some indications that this approach ought to be fruitful; for
example, Doubilet's theory of symmetric functions [Dou] is based on this idea (and
this probably accounts for why his interpretations of the change-of-basis coefficients
between the various standard symmetric function bases have proved to be more
useful in our work than the formulas in [Mac, Table 1, p. 56] have). The theory
of polynomials of binomial type [R-R] also generalizes nicely using this idea; the
binomial type identity generalizes to the coproduct in the Hopf algebra of symmetric
functions. In short, there are many promising directions for further study.

Chapter 1
Preliminaries
In this chapter, we provide some basic definitions and facts. The absence of a
reference does not necessarily imply a claim to originality, since some references for
"standard" concepts and facts have been omitted.
1. GRAPHS, DIGRAPHS, AND SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
We shall assume that reader is familiar with the basic facts about set partitions,
posets, M6bius functions, permutations, and so on; a good reference is [St3].
Throughout, the unadorned term graph will mean a finite simple labelled undi-
rected graph and the term digraph will mean a finite labelled directed graph without
multiple edges but possibly with loops and bidirected edges. If G is a graph or a
digraph we let V(G) and E(G) denote its vertex set and edge set respectively. If d
is a positive integer, we use the notation [d] for the set {1, 2,..., d}. Note that with
our conventions, a digraph D with d vertices is equivalent to a subset of [d] x [d],
i.e., a board. (Consider the edge set of D.) We call this subset the associated board,
and conversely given a board we call the corresponding digraph on [d] the associ-
ated digraph. Since the two representations are equivalent, we shall switch freely
between them, sometimes without warning.
If G is a graph, we say that a partition a of V(G) is connected if for each
block B of a the subgraph induced by B is connected. The set of all connected
partitions of G, partially ordered by refinement, forms a lattice LG called the lattice
of contractions or bond lattice of G.
Our notation for symmetric functions and partitions for the most part follows
that of Macdonald [Mac], to which the reader is referred for any facts about sym-
metric functions that we do not explicitly reference. We shall always deal with
symmetric functions in countably many variables. If T is a set partition or an inte-
ger partition, we write e(7) for the number of parts of 7, and JIT for the sum of the
sizes of the parts of r. We define sgn T by
sgn f (1)dIf-e(( )
We also define
r,! ef r1! r2" ...
where ri is the number of parts of 7 of size i. We shall denote symmetric functions
by a single letter such as g or by g(x) if we wish to emphasize that the symmet-
ric function is in the variables x = (xl, x 2 ,.. .). Similarly, the ring of symmetric
functions will be denoted by A or A(x). In addition to the usual symmetric func-
tions mx, pA, ex, hA, and sx, we shall need the augmented monomial symmetric
functions miLx [D-K], which are defined by
def
m• = rx!mx.
We shall also need the forgotten symmetric functions fx, which are defined by
fx f (sgn A) w(ihA).
(Warning: this is one place where we deviate from Macdonald's conventions and
follow Doubilet [Dou] instead, since [Dou] contains all the results about the forgotten
symmetric functions that we shall need.) The symbol w denotes the usual involution
on symmetric functions that sends eA to hA. If g(x) is a symmetric function, we
shall write g(-x) for the function obtained by negating each variable, and we shall
write g(ln) for the polynomial in the variable n obtained by setting n variables
equal to one and the rest equal to zero. We will sometimes use set partitions
instead of integer partitions in subscripts; for example, if 7r is a set partition then
the expression p, is to be understood as an abbreviation for Ptype(,r) We also say
that a symmetric function g is u-positive if {ux } is a symmetric function basis and
the expansion of g in terms of this basis has nonnegative coefficients.
We shall be dealing frequently with functions in two sets of variables, i.e.,
elements of A(x) 0 A(y), so we fix some notation here. Let {x 1, 2, x 3 ,...} and
{yi, Y2, Y3, .. .} be two sets of independent indeterminates. (Everything commutes
with everything else.) An expression like g(x; y) indicates that g is invariant under
any permutation of the x variables and any permutation of the y variables. If
g is also invariant under permutations that mix x and y variables, then we will
sometimes write g(x, y) instead of g(x; y). For example, pA (x, y) indicates the power
sum symmetric function in the union of the x and y variables. Expressions like
g(x; 0), g(x; -y) and g(li; 1j) have their natural meanings. The notation w.g will
indicate that for the purposes of applying w, g is to be interpreted as a symmetric
function in the x variables with coefficients in the y's.
2. XG, XG, C(D), AND ED
We now turn to the definitions of the polynomial and symmetric function invariants
that we shall be studying.
Let G be a graph. A proper coloring or simply a coloring of G is an assignment
of positive integers to the vertices of G such that adjacent vertices are never assigned
the same integer. The chromatic polynomial XG (i) of a graph G is defined to be the
number of colorings of G using at most i colors (i.e., such that the set of assigned
integers is a subset of [i]). To see that XG(i) is indeed a polynomial in i, let us
define a stable partition of G to be a partition of V(G) such that no two vertices in
the same block are connected by an edge. Now observe that if we take any stable
partition of G and assign integers in [i] to the vertices of G in such a way that two
vertices are assigned the same integer if and only if they are in the same block, then
we obtain a coloring of G, and that moreover each coloring of G can be constructed
in one and only one way by this procedure. Hence
xG (i) = i(r)
where the sum is over all stable partitions 7r of G. (We are using the notation
it = i(i - 1) ... (i -k + 1) and i k = i(i + 1) ... (i + k - 1).) In particular, Xc(i) is
a polynomial in i, as advertised.
Now let x 1, 2, ... be commuting independent indeterminates. Stanley [St2]
defines the chromatic symmetric function XG by
XG = XG( d= ),
where the sum is over all stable partitions of G. It is easy to see that fn, (1i) = iL( ) ,
whence Xc(l i ) = XG(i), so that XG is a generalization of the chromatic polynomial.
Stanley proves a number of results about Xc in the papers [St2][St4] (see also
[Gal][Ga2]). We shall be investigating some other properties of XG later.
Now let D be a digraph. Following Chung and Graham [CG1], we say that
a subset S of the edges of D is a path-cycle cover of D if no two elements of S
lie in the same row or column of the associated board. 1 If we think of S as a
spanning subgraph of D then we see that this condition just means that S is a
(vertex-)disjoint union of directed paths and directed cycles. (Isolated vertices are
thought of as directed paths with zero edges, and isolated loops are thought of as
cycles of length one.) A path-cycle cover with no cycles is called a path cover, and
a path-cycle cover with no paths is called a cycle cover. The type of a path-cycle
cover S is the set partition of V(D) such that each block is the set of vertices of
one of these directed paths or directed cycles. We write 7r(S) for the set of blocks
corresponding to the directed paths and a(S) for the set of blocks corresponding
to the directed cycles, and we say that the type of S is (7r, a) if 7r(S) = 7r and
a(S) = a. Chung and Graham's cover polynomial C(D; i, j) is then defined by
C(D; i, j) def E i((s)) Jt((s))
S
where the sum is over all path-cycle covers S C E(D).
In view of these definitions and the fact that p,(lj) = j'('), the following
definition (suggested by Stanley [Stl]) is quite natural.
DEFINITION. Let D be a digraph, and let x = {(l,X2,...} and y = {yl,Y2,...}
be two sets of commuting independent indeterminates. The path-cycle symmetric
function ED of D is defined by
D = D(X; Y)(S) P(S)
S
where the sum is over all path-cycle covers S C E(D).
The path-cycle symmetric function has not been investigated before, and the
bulk of this thesis is devoted to its study.
Note that if we only care about path covers we can simply consider ED (x; 0).
In addition, if B is the board associated with D, then ED (0; y) is equivalent to what
Stanley and Stembridge call Z[B] ([S-S, section 3]). Thus we may regard ED as a
further generalization of Stanley and Stembridge's generalization of the theory of
permutations with restricted position.
The following fact is immediate.
1 Chung and Graham have a revised version [CG2] of the preprint [CG1]. We shall be
referring to both versions.
PROPOSITION 1. ED(li; l j ) = C(D; i,j). I
There is a close connection between XG and ED. Given a poset P, let G(P)
denote its incomparability graph (in which two vertices of the poset are adjacent if
and only if they are incomparable), and let D(P) denote the digraph with edge set
{(i, j) I i < j}. Chung and Graham observe that for any poset P,
C (D(P); i, O) = XG(p)(i).
This connection generalizes readily to the symmetric function case.
PROPOSITION 2. For any poset P, ED(P) = XG(p).
Proof. Since D(P) is acyclic, all path-cycle covers are in fact just path covers, so
the y variables can be deleted from the definition of ED in this case. But path
covers of D(P) correspond to partitions of P into chains, which correspond to
stable partitions of G(P). Comparing the definitions of ED and XG yields the
proposition. I
3. CONNECTION WITH ROOK THEORY
Let B C [d] x [d] be a board, and let the rook number r' denote the number of ways
of placing k non-taking rooks on B (i.e., the number of subsets of B such that no
two squares lie in the same row or in the same column). Following Goldman, Joichi
and White [GJW1], we define the d-factorial polynomial (or simply the factorial
polynomial) R(B; i) by
R(B; i) de rf Eridk.
k
If D is the digraph associated with B, we also write r D for rB and R(D; i) for R(B; i).
(With this equivalence between boards and digraphs, the factorial polynomial is the
same as Chung and Graham's binomial drop polynomial.) The study of the factorial
polynomial and other rook polynomials is a well-established area of combinatorics
(see for example [Rio, Chapters 7 and 8][GJW1][GJRW][GJW2][GJW3][GJW4]).
The definition of a path-cycle cover already suggests a connection with rook theory.
More precisely, we have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3. For any digraph D, R(D; i) = C(D; i, 1) = .D(li; 1).
Proof. The first equality is demonstrated in [CG1] (or [CG2]) and the second equal-
ity follows from Proposition 1. 1
Proposition 3 (as well as, for example, [S-S, section 3] and [St2, Proposition 5.5])
suggests that some of the theory of rook polynomials might generalize to ED. This
is indeed the case, as we shall see in more detail later.
Chapter 2
The Path-Cycle Symmetric Function
In this chapter, we carry out a fairly systematic investigation of the path-
cycle symmetric function. For example, we try to derive as many analogues of
theorems about XG and generalizations of results from rook theory as we can. In
addition, as we shall see, we uncover some unexpected results as a byproduct of this
investigation.
1. BASIC FACTS
It is always good practice to begin the study of any mathematical object by com-
puting a few examples. The chromatic symmetric functions of some graphs are
computed in [St2], and Proposition 2 tells us that when these graphs are incompa-
rability graphs, the chromatic symmetric functions are also path-cycle symmetric
functions. But it would also be nice to see some examples of path-cycle symmetric
functions that do not arise in this way.
In general, computing the path-cycle symmetric function is very hard (in the
sense of computational complexity). Even the computation of the cover polyno-
mial is #P-hard, since, as Chung and Graham observe, C(D; 1, 0) is the number
of Hamiltonian paths, and computing this number is #P-hard (an indication of
how this last fact may be proved can be found in section 7.3 of [G-J]). Further-
more, there are not many digraphs D for which ED has a simple closed form. For
example, since ED is a generalization of Goldman, Joichi and White's factorial
polynomial, for which there is a nice factorization theorem in the case of Ferrers
shapes ([GJW1]), we might hope for a factorization theorem for ED. Unfortunately,
this is not the case; the factorization theorem does not even generalize straightfor-
wardly to the cover polynomial (although Dworkin [Dwo] has found some cases
where the cover polynomial does factorize). Part of the problem is that unlike the
factorial polynomial, ED (or even the cover polynomial) does not remain invariant
under permutations of rows and columns. Furthermore, like XG, the path-cycle
symmetric function does not satisfy a deletion-contraction recurrence.
There are, however, some nice formulas for the path-cycle symmetric functions
of directed paths and directed cycles.
PROPOSITION 4. Let Pd be the directed path with d vertices and let Cd be the directed
cycle with d vertices. Then
d-1
= Z1(A)!mA(x) ZUrSd--r,jr(X)
XA-d r=O
d-1
and Ecd = d (t(A) - 1)!mA(x) + pa(y) = d VrSd-r,l(X) + pd(y),
M-d r=O
where Ur is the number of permutations of r + 1 with no consecutive ascending pairs,
and Vr is the number of permutations of r with no fixed points.
(Remark: the Schur function expansions were obtained with the aid of [Slo].)
Proof. Observe that every subset S of the edges of Pd is a path cover. Now 7r(S) has
type A if and only if the complement of S is a set of edges whose removal from Pd
breaks Pd into paths whose sizes are given by the parts of A. So the number of such
sets S is
rIr2, ...
where ri is the number of parts of A of size i. Hence
V EZ( i(A) ffrA =ZEf(A)!m,.
Aýd r r2, . A-d
To establish the Schur function expansion of EPd, first note that
k-11)
r= = k!r=0
(see [Kre] or [R-P] for a proof). Thus it suffices to show that the coefficient of m\
in 8d-r,1r is
(e(A)1)
whenever A F- d, for then it will follow that
d-1 d-1
S UrSd-r,lr = M, E Ur ()M,
r=0 )A-d r=O AF-d
since d > £(A) for all A ý d.
The coefficient of m\ in sdr,1r is just the number of column-strict Young
tableaux of type (d - r, 1r) and content A (see [Mac, (5.12)]). These Young tableaux
are precisely those obtained by the following procedure: put a 1 in the corner of
the tableau, and then choose any r distinct integers in the set {2, 3,..., £(A)} and
put them in order down the left column of the tableau. Then fill in the rest of the
first row with whatever integers are needed to make the content equal to A (this
can be done in exactly one way since the row must increase monotonically from left
to right). Hence the number of such tableaux is
e(A) 1)
as required.
To compute ECd, observe that the set of all edges of Cd is a cycle cover (this
accounts for the term pa(y)) and that every other subset of edges is a path cover.
The following procedure generates all path covers of Cd of type A: take a set of
directed paths whose sizes are given by the parts of A, and make paths of the same
length distinguishable; then arrange the paths to form a circle, and choose some
vertex to be vertex 1. Now there are (I(A) -1)! distinct circular permutations of the
paths, and d ways to choose a vertex 1, but notice that this procedure generates each
path cover rl!r2 ! ... times because "in reality" directed paths of the same length
are not distinguishable. This gives us the first formula for ECd. To prove the other
formula, all we need to establish (in view of the remarks above in the case of Pd) is
that
k-1
Vr)= (k - 1)!,r=o
but this is easy: an arbitrary permutation of k - 1 letters can be chosen by first
choosing k - 1 - r fixed points and then choosing a permutation of the remaining
r letters that has no fixed points. I
We have found two formulas which allow the path-cycle symmetric function of
a digraph to be computed from path-cycle symmetric functions of related digraphs.
One of these formulas is sufficiently interesting that we devote the entire next section
to it. The other formula is a multiplicativity property that generalizes Chung and
Graham's multiplicativity formula for the cover polynomial [CG2, Corollary 2]. To
prove this result, we introduce the concept of a path-cycle coloring, due to Chung
and Graham (see [CG2]; the definition in [CG1] contains a minor error).
DEFINITION. A path-cycle coloring of a digraph D is an ordered pair (S, ,r) where
S is a path-cycle cover and r. is a map from V(D) to the positive integers such that
1. K(vl) = K(v 2) if vi and v2 belong to the same path or if vi and v2 belong to
the same cycle, and
2. K(vi) : r(v 2) if vi belongs to a path and v2 belongs to a different path.
A path coloring is a path-cycle coloring with no cycles.
PROPOSITION 5. For any digraph D,
S=D E 1 XK(u) H YMI(v),
(S,r) u is in a path v is in a cycle
where the sum is over all path-cycle colorings (S, i.).
Proof. Regard the sum as a double sum: for each path-cycle cover S, sum over
all "compatible" colorings n, and then sum over all S. For each fixed S the paths
and cycles may be colored independently so the sum over K factors into a product
of a symmetric function in x and a symmetric function in y. Clearly coloring the
paths with distinct colors gives hi,(s)(x) and coloring the cycles so that each cycle
is monochromatic gives p,(s) (y). I
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose D is the digraph formed by joining the disjoint digraphs
D 1 and D 2 with all the edges (vi,v2) with v1 E V(Di) and v2 E V(D 2). Then
6D = "D1.3 2 =
Proof. A path-cycle coloring of D induces path-cycle colorings of both D 1 and D 2
by restriction. Conversely, given any path-cycle coloring of D 1 and any path-cycle
coloring of D 2 there exists a unique path-cycle coloring of D inducing them: if a
path in D 1 has the same color as a path in D 2 , join them end to end with the
appropriate edge from D 1 to D 2. The result now follows from Proposition 5. 1
Notice that if D 1 = D(P1 ) and D 2 = D(P2 ) for some posets P1 and P2, then
the construction described in Proposition 6 corresponds to the ordinal sum P1 e P2
(see [St3, Chapter 3]). Thus Proposition 6 can save us some labor in computing
ED(P) if P has a nontrivial ordinal sum decomposition. For example, it is clear from
the definitions that if D has no edges at all, then ED = rild = d!ed. It follows that
ED(P) is a multiple of an elementary symmetric function whenever P is an ordinal
sum of antichains.
We now turn from the problem of computing ED to the problem of finding
interesting facts about it. A natural thing to do is to try and find analogues of
known theorems about XG. This strategy is not always successful, but we do have
the following analogues of Corollaries 2.7 and 2.11 of [St2].
PROPOSITION 7. If D is an acyclic digraph, then WxED is p-positive.
Proof. Since D is acyclic, all path-cycle covers are path covers, and ED = •D (x, 0).
From Doubilet [Dou, Appendix 1] we know that for any set partition 7r,
in-7 = EZL (7r, U)p ,,
a> 7r
Thus
D=Z Z p 7r(S), ojp
s o,>r(S)
a {Slr(S)<a}
where S ranges over path covers. Now fix a and let D 1, D 2 ,..., DI be the subgraphs
induced by the blocks of a, with sizes d1 , d2 ,..., d, respectively. If ci is the coefficient
of Pdj in EDi, then we claim that the coefficient of p, in ED is 1Ii Ci. To see this,
first note that choosing a path cover S of D such that 7r(S) < a is equivalent to
(independently) choosing path covers for each Di. If we let II denote the lattice of
partitions of [n] ordered by refinement, then it is well known and easy to see that
the interval [0, a] in a partition lattice is isomorphic to
Idll X HId X ... X Hd,.
It is also well known (e.g., [St3, Prop. 3.8.2]) that the Mibius function of a product
is the product of the M6bius functions. Putting these facts together readily yields
our claim.
Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to prove that for an acyclic digraph with
d vertices the sign of the coefficient of Pd is (-1)d- 1 . For then, since any induced
subgraph of an acyclic graph is acyclic, we can apply our claim above to show that
the coefficient of p, is sgn a.
Let D have d vertices. By specializing via Proposition 3, we see that the
coefficient of Pd in ED equals the coefficient of i in R(D; i). Directly from the
definitions we see that this equals
d-1
(-1)d- 1 (-1)krD(d - k - 1)!
k=O
Now an acyclic digraph has at least one source and one sink, so by removing the
corresponding row and column we see that B may be regarded as a subset of a
(d - 1) x (d - 1) board. Then the above sum is a positive integer, by the inclusion-
exclusion formula for rooks (see [St3, Theorem 2.3.1]). The sign of the coefficient is
therefore (-1)d-1 as desired. I
We mention in passing that the argument used in the above proof allows [St2,
Proposition 5.5] to be extended from posets to acyclic digraphs.
PROPOSITION 8. If D is an acyclic digraph, then
p H ( fI(7(s),v(H))) D\H
where H runs over all (vertex-)induced subgraphs of D with i vertices, S runs over
all path covers of H, IL is the M6bius function of the lattice of partitions of V(H),
and D\H is the subgraph obtained by deleting V(H) from D.
Proof. For the purposes of this proof only, we use the notation S C H to mean
"S is a path cover of H." From the proof of Proposition 7, we have
D {SD IZ(S))p
a {SE:Djir(S)•u}
where a ranges over all partitions of V(D). Differentiating both sides with respect
to pi, we obtain
(H,7) SCDE7(S)•TU{V(H)}} PL(r(S), U V(H)}))pr,
where the outer sum ranges over all ordered pairs (H, r) such that H is an induced
subgraph of D with i vertices and r is any partition of V(D\H). Since, as noted in
the proof of Proposition 7, the Mbbius function is multiplicative, it follows that
api (= (E ( (S)IV(H)) z E(H,T) SEH {SED\HI7r(S)•T} M (ir(S),r))A
IL 7r(S), -r ) PV(H))) E (zE\H(s{SED\HIir(S)<_
V(H)))ED\H.
We conclude this section with two counterexamples. The digraphs
H SCH
H SCH
I
(taken from figure 2 of [Bon]) have identical lists of vertex-deleted subdigraphs but
have different path-cycle symmetric functions (and even different cover polynomi-
als), and hence the path-cycle symmetric function is not reconstructible (as opposed
to the chromatic symmetric function-see section 3 of the next chapter).
The reader who is aware that every factorial polynomial is the chromatic poly-
nomial of some graph ([GJW2]) might wonder if this generalizes to our symmetric
function context. The answer is no, and the directed path on three vertices pro-
vides an example of an acyclic digraph D for which ED does not equal XG for any
graph G. The philosophical reason for this is that the proof that every factorial
polynomial is a chromatic polynomial relies on the fact (mentioned previously) that
the factorial polynomial of a board is independent of how the board is embedded in
its [d] x [d] grid, but the same cannot be said of the path-cycle symmetric function.
2. RECIPROCITY
The complement D' of a digraph D is the digraph on the same vertex set whose
edges are precisely those pairs (i, j) that are not edges of D. In this section we prove
one of the most striking facts about the path-cycle symmetric function; namely, a
combinatorial reciprocity theorem relating LD and ED'. We shall need two change-
of-basis formulas, which we shall now state.
As in the proof of Proposition 7, let Hn denote the lattice of partitions of [n]
(ordered by refinement). Recall that if r < a in HI and ri is the number of blocks
of a that are composed of i blocks of ir, then the M6bius function satisfies
Il(7r, o)I = Jl(i - 1)!rs
i
(See [St3, Example 3.10.4] for a proof.) Also, following Doubilet [Dou], define
A(rn , a)!ppefi i!ri
i
We then have the following change-of-basis formulas (taken from [Dou, Appendix 1]).
PROPOSITION 9.
f 7r = Z A (r, o)! in-, = E I I (r, o)IpG. I
a>·tr a>7
We are now ready for the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 1. For any digraph D,
D (x; y) = sgn 7r(S)f,(s) (x, y) Pu(s)(-Y),
S
where the sum is over all path-cycle covers of the complement D'. Equivalently,
D(x;by) = [w, '(x; -y)]x.+(z,),
where [g(x; y)]x-+(x,y) means that, treating g as a symmetric function in the x's with
coefficients in the y 's, the set of x variables is to be replaced by the union of the x
and y variables.
(Remark: "replacing the x variables with the union of the x and y variables" may
be formalized as "applying the endomorphism A of A(x) 0 A(y) that sends Pm(x)
to Pm (x) + p, (y) and that leaves Pn(y) fixed.")
Proof. The equivalence of the two formulations is clear. We define a partitioned
order of D to be a partition of V(D) together with either a linear order or a cyclic
order on each block. If a is a partitioned order of D, let ir(n) be the set of blocks
with linear orders and let oa(K) be the set of blocks with cyclic orders. Let Er denote
the set of ordered pairs (u, v) satisfying the following two conditions.
1. u and v are in the same block of ra and u immediately precedes v in the linear
or cyclic order on the block.
2. (u, v) is not an edge of D.
Note that E, C E(D') and that there is a natural bijection between partitioned
orders r such that EK = 0 and path-cycle covers (given such a partitioned order,
take all (u, v) satisfying condition 1 above). Now for any finite set T, the alternating
sum
SCT
equals one if T = 0 and is zero otherwise. Thus
E Sn7 C(K ,(P0p,(.) E (-E1)SI
K SCE"
where the first sum is over all partitioned orders of D. We now interchange the
order of summation. Observe first that all sets S that arise are path-cycle covers
of D', since S is a subset of the set of all (u, v) satisfying condition 1 above for
some K. Given a path-cycle cover S of D', we now need to determine the set Yo of
partitioned orders of D that give rise to it. Only blocks with cyclic orders can give
rise to cycles of S, so for every r E Y, a(r,) must include the blocks of a(S) among
its own blocks. On the other hand, the blocks of ?r(S) can arise either from blocks
with linear orders or from blocks with cyclic orders. To determine all possibilities
we must consider all ways of agglomerating the blocks of ir(S) into blocks of 7r(r),
and then for each composite block in each such agglomeration we must consider
both linear and cyclic orders. The linear or cyclic order on the composite block
can be viewed as a linear or cyclic order on the blocks of 7r(S) (instead of on the
vertices), because the linear or cyclic order must induce the edges of S, i.e., if (u, v)
is an edge of S then u must immediately precede v in the order dictated by K, and
therefore the vertices in each block of 7r(S) are constrained to be consecutive and
in a fixed order. Clearly, every such linear or cyclic order on the blocks gives rise
to a unique K E Y. The number of ways to impose a linear order if there are
i blocks is i! and the number of ways to impose a cyclic order is (i - 1)!. Thus
we can enumerate Y by summing over all divisions of the blocks of 7r(S) into two
groups a and 3 (linear and cyclic) and, for each such division, summing over all
ways of grouping the blocks into composite blocks, weighted by a factorial factor.
More precisely we have
ZD = I(S1)IS'p,(s)(y) Z C A(a,-y)! IIL1(,816) 1i72(W)p-( Y),
S (a,P) r_Ža
where the first sum is over all path-cycle covers of D'. By Proposition 9, we have
= (-1)'ISlp(S)(y ) E fa(X) f3(Y)
S (a,l)
= (-1)ISlpo(s) (y) E (sgn a)(sgn/3) wzxnv, (x) wyffip (y).
S (C,IA)
Now the blocks of a and 1 correspond to the paths of S, so jal - e(a) is the number
of edges of S in a, and similarly for 3. Thus (sgn a)(sgn 1) depends only on the
total number of edges of S devoted to directed paths (namely, 17r(S)I- £(7r(S))) and
does not depend on the particular choice of a or f. We have
= Z(-1)'Ip,( s () ) ( )lr(s)I-I(7r(s)) Z ~,,17(x() wIIr7rS(y)
S (a,,)
= (-1(S)ip(Sp)(Y)WXWy E Tifl(x) inp (y).
S (C,I )
A moment's thought shows that the inner sum is ~i(s) (x, y). Now
wxyPn(x, y) = wXW, (pn(x) + Pn(y)) = (-1)n-1P (x) + (-1)n- Pn (y)
= [WxPn((X)]x+(x,y)i
and since w and x -* (x, y) are both homomorphisms,
wXWyg(x, y) = [Wxg(x)l]z+(zy)
for any symmetric function g. Finally, (- 1) lalp(y) = P,(-y), so we obtain
ZD = P0(s)(--y) [wzfT,:(s) (x)],-+(X,')
S
as desired. I
We remark that the appearance of w in Theorem 1 is what leads us to call it a
combinatorial reciprocity theorem.
Theorem 1 is a rather curious result in that it is not obvious that the operation
t: g(X; y) -+ [wxg(x; -Y)]X-+(a,')
is an involution. One might even wonder if t is really an involution on all of
A(x) ®A(y) or if it is only an involution when restricted to some subset of A(x) ®A(y)
that includes all path-cycle symmetric functions. It is easily verified, however, that
L(L(Pm(X)Pn(Y))) = Pm(X)Pn(Y)
for any m and n. Furthermore, t is the composition of three operations, each of
which is an endomorphism of A(x) 0 A(y). It follows that t is an involution on all
of A(x) 0 A(y).
On the other hand, one can still ask whether there is any way of reformulating
Theorem 1 in a way that makes it more obvious that the operation involved is an
involution. One way of doing this is to define
DD(X; y) l) (2)(n(s))Y (s)(x, Y) p(S)(Y),
S
where the sum is still over all path-cycle covers S of D. Then we have the following
result.
PROPOSITION 10. ED'(x; y) = W.TD(X; -y).
(Remark: I arrived at the mysterious-looking definition of AD by first specializing
to the cover polynomial, finding a change of variables that made the reciprocity op-
eration an obvious involution, and then generalizing back to the symmetric function
case by using plethysm.)
Proof. Let K be the endomorphism of A(x) ( A(y) that sends p,1 (y) to - 2pn (y) and
that leaves Pm(x) fixed. Then %^D is obtained from ED by applying , first and then
A. In view of Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that the following operations have the
same effect on all elements of A(x) ® A(y):
1. (Left-hand side.) Apply t, then r, then A.
2. (Right-hand side.) Apply n, then apply A, then negate the y variables, and
then apply wx.
Each of these operations is an endomorphism, so it suffices to check their be-
havior on Pm (x)pn(y). A straightforward computation shows that in both cases the
result is
2pn(y)(pm(X) - pm (y)) (-1)m+n,
which proves the desired result. I
While Proposition 10 has the advantage of involving an operation that is clearly
an involution, it has the disadvantage that the definition of =D is mysterious. In
particular, the -2 has no obvious combinatorial significance. For this reason, we
regard ED as an artificial contrivance and we shall continue to use -D instead.
Theorem 1 readily yields several attractive corollaries. For example, by setting
all the x variables equal to zero, we immediately obtain [S-S, Theorem 3.2]. More
interestingly, we can obtain an affirmative answer to the question, raised by Chung
and Graham [CG1, section 8(c)], of whether C(D; i, j) determines C(D'; i, j).
COROLLARY 1. If D is a digraph with d vertices, then C(D'; i,j) = (-1)dC(D; -
Proof. Let g be any symmetric function that is homogeneous of degree d and let
g* = wg. We claim that g*(li) is obtained by changing i to -i in g(1i ) and then
multiplying by (-1)d. To see this, first consider the case where g = p, for some
A F- d. Then g* = (sgn A)pA and hence
g*(li) = (sgnA)il(A).
On the other hand g(li) = ie ( ) . Changing i to -i and multiplying by (-1)d
amounts to multiplying by (-1)d- (A) = sgn A, as required. The claim then follows
by linearity.
Now fn (1i , 1j ) = (i + j)'(Ž). Since (sgn ir)f, = win1-, we have
(sgn 7r)f,(li, 1j ) = (-1)l1l ( - i - j)(7).
Also, as noted before, p,(-y) = (-1)llp,(y). Thus, specializing Theorem 1 via
Proposition 1 yields
C(D; i,j) = Z(-1)k(s)I(-1)Ilr(s)I( - i - j)(7r(S)) j(a(S))
S
= (-1)dC(D'; - i - j,j). I
Corollary 1 can be proved directly using deletion-contraction techniques, and
it has also been obtained independently by Gessel [Gel]. We omit the details.
A further specialization of Theorem 1 gives a formula for rook polynomials; we
defer this to the next section, where we consider rook theory in more detail.
COROLLARY 2. For any digraph D,
D (; 0) = D, (x; 0).
Note the similarity between this result and Stanley's reciprocity theorem [St2,
Theorem 4.2]. In fact, the two reciprocity theorems overlap, because of Proposi-
tion 2, so Corollary 2 gives a new interpretation of w.D(p) = wXG(p) when P is a
poset.
Corollary 2 follows immediately from Theorem 1, but we shall give two other
proofs because they illustrate connections with other known results. The first proof
is due to Gessel [Gel], and it derives Corollary 2 from a result of Carlitz, Scoville
and Vaughan [CSV, Theorem 7.3]. We need some preliminaries. Given a digraph D
with d vertices, let
AD = {al,a2, ... , ad}
be a set of commuting independent indeterminates, and define
OD,n ai ai2 ai,
where the sum is over all ii,i 2,...,i, such that (a1 , ai+,) is an edge of D for all
j < n. Similarly, let
OlD,n = - ai 1ai 2 •••ai ,
il ,i2 ,...,i n
where this time the sum is over all i, i2 , ... , in such that (ai, ai,,,+) is an edge of
the complement D' for all j < n. With this notation, the result of Carlitz, Scoville
and Vaughan is (essentially) the following.
PROPOSITION 11. For any digraph D,
E(-1)naD,n = ( D,n
We can now give Gessel's proof of Corollary 2.
First proof of Corollary 2. Let OD,y be the homomorphism from the ring of sym-
metric functions in the variables y = {Yl, Y2,...} to the ring of formal power series
in AD that sends the complete symmetric function hn(y) to aD,n. Similarly, let
0' be the homomorphism that sends h, (y) to a' From [Mac, (4.2)] we have
1 = Ehx (y)ms (x).
ij1 - iyj
Applying OD,y gives
ODy (17 aD, \ao'D,A2 MA(X)*
1 :'I
Now ED ,(, 0) is just the coefficient of a1a2 ... ad in this expression, since this coef-
ficient counts all path covers of type 7r exactly r,! times, and r,! m,(x) = nh, (x).
Similarly, ED' (x, 0) is the coefficient of ala2 ... ad in
S1 f= ) D,ca D', 2... mv(Xt).
Dy 1 -- xiyjt,3ha
Thus it suffices to prove that
WODy ( 1 - zxiyj) = O'( 1yj1 - x yJ
Now from [Mac, (4.3)] we have
iJ 1 - Xjyj
w4 1 - Xiyj
Z73
= CS (x)s (y),
A
- ZS8\(X)S\(y) = ZS\(x)S'\(y) = WJ(UiS71 - Xiyj
D(iW1  ) ( 1 )l ODU)W(H 1D,y 1 - xiyj D,y 1 - xiYj 7Dy 1 - Xiyj
So it suffices to show that OD,yWy = O',y. From [Mac, (2.6)] we have
Thus
E(-1)"e,(y) =
n
(h(y))-1( :h (Y))
,J /
so applying OD,y and using Proposition 11 yields
E(-1)'0D,,y( )= (Za D,n) 1=aDn
Equating terms of the same degree, we see that
D,yy (h ()) 8D,y (en (y)) = a'D,n n ()),
completing the proof. I
Our second proof of Corollary 2 is similar to Stanley's proof of the reciprocity
theorem for XG. Following Gessel [Ge2] and Stanley [St2, section 3], we define a
power series in the variables x = {xl, X2 ,...} to be quasi-symmetric if the coeffi-
cients of
xr x ...Xr '' and x x r2... x 
are equal whenever il < i2 < ... < ik and jl < j2 < ... < jk. For any subset S
of [d - 1] define the fundamental quasi-symmetric function Qs,d(x) by
QS,d(X) = Z XilXi 2 ... Xi d
i1<5..._<id
ij<ij+3 if jES
If there is no danger of confusion, we will sometimes write Qs for Qs,d for brevity.
We have the following expansion of ED (x; 0) in terms of fundamental quasi-
symmetric functions.
PROPOSITION 12. If D is a digraph with vertex set [d], then
=D(X; O) QS((r),d(X),
irESd
where Sd is the group of permutations of [d] and
S(7r) = {i E [d] I (7ri, 7ri+) is not an edge of D}.
Proof. We use the expression for ED given in Proposition 5. Given a path coloring
of D, arrange the paths in increasing order of their colors, and within each path
arrange the vertices in the order given by the directed path. This gives a permu-
tation of the vertices of D, and it is easy to see that Qs(,)(x) counts precisely the
path colorings that give rise to ir. I
We can now give our second proof of Corollary 2.
Second proof of Corollary 2. Without loss of generality we may assume that the
vertex set of D is [d]. From the same argument as in Proposition 12, we see that
0D(x;) = Q[d]\S(r)(X)
IFrESd
In view of Proposition 12, it suffices to show that the map that sends Qs to Qd]\s
equals w when restricted to symmetric functions. A proof of this fact may be found
in the proof of [St2, Theorem 4.2]. I
Stanley [St2] has obtained an analogue of Proposition 12 by using the theory
of acyclic orientations and P-partitions. It is natural to ask if these ideas can be
applied to studying ED. Unfortunately this does not seem possible. For example, a
key step in the proof of the analogue of Proposition 12 involves expressing XG as a
sum of certain poset generating functions, but in general ED has no such expression,
even if D is acyclic.
3. ROOK THEORY
As we explained in the previous chapter, there is a close connection between the
path-cycle symmetric function and rook theory, because ED is a generalization of
the factorial polynomial of Goldman, Joichi and White. Thus every theorem about
-D can be specialized to a theorem in rook theory, and we can also try to generalize
every theorem in rook theory to a theorem about E.D
A good example of this relationship is Theorem 1, which can be viewed as a
generalization of a result in Riordan [Rio, Chapter 7, Theorem 2] relating the rook
numbers of complementary boards, a result which we now state. If B is a board,
we let B' = ([d] x [d])\B denote the complementary board.
PROPOSITION 13. LetB C [d]x[d] be a board. Then R(B';i) = (-1)dR(B; -i-1).
Proof. Let D be the associated digraph. From Corollary 1 and Proposition 3 we
have
R(B'; i) = C(D'; i, 1) = (-1)dC(D; - i - 1,1) = (-1)dR(B; - i - 1). 1
Riordan's original result is
E rk (d - k)! ik = •~-1)krB'(d - k)! ik(i + l) d - k
k k
which can be shown to be equivalent to Proposition 13. However, it seems that
the formulation of Proposition 13, which is much simpler, has not appeared in the
Gessel [Gel] has observed, it follows immediately from
. - . irked that Proposition 13 ought to have a direct com-
it does. Begin by observing that
d
-i-1) (-1)d r'(-i-1)d-k
kI=O
d
= (_1)krB'(i + d - k)d-
k=O
[d] x [d]. Then rk (i + d - k)d-k is the number of ways
of first piaL.,%L .. ,n B' and then placing d - k more rooks anywhere (i.e.,
on B, B' or on the extra rows) such that no two rooks can take each other in
the final configuration. By a straightforward inclusion-exclusion argument, we see
that the resulting configurations in which the set S of rooks B' is nonempty cancel
out of the above sum, because they are counted once for each subset of S, with
alternating signs. Thus what survives is the set of placements of d nontaking rooks
on the extended board such that no rook lies on B'-but it is easy to see that is
this precisely what R(B; i) counts.
We should remark that the idea of adding i extra rows was taken from [GJW1].
Also, Gessel [Gel] has extended Proposition 13 to the more general setting of sim-
plicial complexes, and the above combinatorial proof can be adapted without much
difficulty to proving Gessel's more general result. We omit the details since they
are tangential to our main purpose. Finally, we remark that it ought to be possible
to extend the above combinatorial proof to the cover polynomial, but we have not
done so.
We now turn to what is perhaps the most fundamental theorem of rook theory-
the inclusion-exclusion formula (which we have already mentioned in the proof of
Proposition 7)-and generalize it to the context of the path-cycle symmetric func-
tion. The inclusion-exclusion formula has many equivalent formulations; the one we
shall find most convenient is following one, whose proof is given implicitly in [CG1].
PROPOSITION 14. Let D be a digraph with d vertices, and let N D denote the number
of ways of placing d non-taking rooks on [d] x [d] such that exactly k rooks lie on
the board associated with D. Then
R(D; i) = NkDi d I
To state our generalization we need a few more definitions.
DEFINITION. For any pair of integer partitions A and IL, define DA,, to be a disjoint
union of directed paths and directed cycles such that the ith directed path has Ai
vertices and the jth directed cycle has t'j vertices. Define
, def nr(S)(X) P(S)(Y)
where the sum is over all path-cycle covers S of Dx,,L. For brevity we shall write
Dx for Dx,0 and Ex for Ex,a. We then have the following result.
THEOREM 2. Let D be a digraph with d vertices and let B be the associated board.
Let .jD, be the set of placements of d non-taking rooks on [d] x [d] such that the
type (ir, a) of the path-cycle cover formed by the set of edges corresponding to rooks
placed on B satisfies type(ir) = A and type(a) = p, and let ND 1 ID I . Then
where the sum is over all integer partitions A and p.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [St3, Theorem 2.3.1]. Given any two
integer partitions v and TI, let j,D be the set of path-cycle covers S of D satisfying
type(7r(S)) = v and type(a(S)) = qj. Note that every element of WD has i(v)
directed paths plus some cycles and therefore has a total of d - £(v) edges.
Now fix a pair of integer partitions v and r7 and consider the set of pairs (S, T)
such that S E M;, and T is an extension of S (regarded as a placement of non-
taking rooks on B) to a placement of d non-taking rooks on [d] x [d]. This set
has e(v)! ID I elements, since for each SE ,D the £(u) rows and and columns
unoccupied by S can support £(v)! placements of non-taking rooks. On the other
hand, we can enumerate the set in another way, by taking each placement of d
non-taking rooks on [d] x [d] and counting how many S E D, it extends. Now if
JAD for some A and p, then the number of elements of WD that it extends is
just the number nx,,,,, of path-cycle covers S of DA,\ satisfying type(r(S)) = v
and type(a(S) = 71. Since every placement of d non-taking rooks on [d] x [d]
belongs to _4x,' for some A and p, we have
ZND D,,! = e()!
Now divide both sides by e(v)!, multiply both sides by ih,,(x)p,(y), and sum over
all v and r to obtain the desired result. I
The next proposition shows that Theorem 2 does indeed generalize Proposi-
tion 14, a fact which may not be obvious at first glance.
PROPOSITION 15. For any integer partitions A and p,
S•.1) (i + d - I(A)
where d = JAI + JII.
Proof. Directly from the definitions we have
i(7 (s))
- (7x(S))! (s ( £((S))'
where the sum is over all path-cycle covers of DN,M. The sum can be broken up into
a double sum:
k {S(l(w,(S))=k}
But £(ir(S)) = k if and only if ISt = d - k. Since every subset of the edges of DA,\
is a path-cycle cover, and since the total number of edges of Dx,, is d - I(A), we
have
,d -d (A)) i() = (i + d - i(A)
In view of Proposition 3, Proposition 15, and the fact that the number of edges
of a path-cycle cover of type (r, a) is d - e(ir), we see that Theorem 2 implies
Proposition 14.
We remark that in passing that Gessel [Gel] has obtained a generalization of
Proposition 14 for the cover polynomial that does not appear to follow from our
results.
It might seem that Theorem 2 is contrived, since we seem to have defined Ex,
just so that Theorem 2 would come out right. In fact, however, the functions Ax,M
are surprisingly interesting objects in their own right. For a start, we have the
following easy fact.
PROPOSITION 16. The functions Ex form a linear basis for the ring of symmetric
functions over the rationals, and the functions E6x, form a linear basis for the ring
of symmetric functions in two sets of variables (again over the rationals).
Proof. Write
6= C',\r
Then it is clear from the definition of E that c,x 0 and c\, 0 0 only if A > p
in refinement order. Thus the matrix (cA,,) with respect to any linear extension
of refinement order is triangular with nonzero entries on the diagonal. This proves
the first assertion. To prove the second assertion, define a partial order on pairs
of integer partitions by setting (A, IL) < (v, rq) if the multiset of parts of r can be
partitioned into two multisets a and , such that p = p and A is a refinement of vUa.
The same kind of reasoning as before, with this partial order in place of refinement
order and with the basis ix\(x) p, (y) in place of ihx, can then be applied to prove
the second assertion. I
The Ex turn out to be particularly interesting, as we shall see presently. The
following table expresses Ex in terms of the monomial symmetric functions for some
small values of A.
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While a casual inspection of the above table may not reveal any interesting
patterns, we have the following surprising result.
THEOREM 3. The linear map that sends t to (sgn A)fni/I(A)! is an involution.
Proof. Given any integer partitions A and p, let 7 be any set partition of type A
and define
c,, def r,)!.
{o_>r Itype(ao)=p}
Note that cx\,. does not depend on the choice of 7r. We claim that
6D, = Ir !CA ,m .
To see this, first consider the case where r,! = rx! = 1, i.e., the case of distinct
parts. We have a disjoint union D. of directed paths and we want to count the
number of path covers of type A. In a path cover of D,, each directed path is broken
up into a sequence of smaller directed paths. So the path covers can be enumerated
as follows: take a set partition 7r of type A and consider all ways of grouping its
blocks into a partition a of type 1L and then linearly ordering the blocks of 7r within
each block of a. Such a configuration determines a path cover: for any block b
of a, the sequence of blocks of 7r in b dictates the sizes of the sequence of smaller
directed paths composing the directed path in DA corresponding to b. It is easy
to see that this correspondence is bijective, and this proves our claim in the case
of distinct parts. For the general case, observe that we want equal-sized parts of 7r
to be indistinguishable and equal-sized parts of a to be distinguishable, so we must
multiply by rp!/rx!.
From Proposition 9 we see that the matrix ((sgn A)cx,\) is the matrix of w (with
respect to the augmented monomial symmetric function basis) and is therefore an
involution. From our claim it follows that the matrix relating (sgnA)>Ax/rx! and
ED, /r 1! or equivalently the matrix relating
(sgn A) anX 
and
rx!f(A)!
is an involution. But then the desired result follows, since the factors of rx! and rA!
amount to conjugating by a (diagonal) matrix, and this does not change the invo-
lution property. I
Notice the close connection between the involution of Theorem 3 and the invo-
lution w. (In fact, it was a suggestion by Stanley that the two involutions might be
equal that led to the proof of Theorem 3.) The two involutions are not the same,
however-the former is not even a homomorphism-and philosophically speaking it
is still unclear why they are related. For example, if we specialize to the polynomial
level, w becomes (essentially) the operation of substituting -x for x, but we do not
know of any such intuitive interpretation for the involution of Theorem 3.
The Ex are also closely related to the fundamental quasi-symmetric func-
tions Qs defined in the previous section. (The knowledgeable reader may already
have suspected this since the fundamental quasi-symmetric functions specialize to
the same polynomial basis as the Ex do.) If S is a subset of [d - 1], then we define
the type of S to be the integer partition whose parts are the lengths of the subwords
obtained by breaking the word 123... d after each element of S.
THEOREM 4. Let g be any symmetric function. If aA and bs are constants such
that
and g = bsQs,
S
bs.
{Sltype(S)=A}
Proof. It is not difficult to see that it suffices to prove the theorem for the case
g = E,. Let d be any positive integer and let S be any subset of [d - 1] and define
defQs
Then
mx =
ij<ij+i iff jE
{Sjtype(S)=A}
XilXi 2 ... Xid.
and Q = T.
TDS
By an inclusion-exclusion argument,
m =
{Sltype(S)=--A} TDS
Let qAT be the coefficient of QT in mA. We compute
{Tltype(T)=v}
qAT.
Observe that there is a bijection between subsets of type A and orderings of the
parts of A: given a subset S C [d - 1] of type A, take the sequence of the lengths
of the subwords of the word 123... d obtained by breaking after each element of S.
Thinking of such subwords as directed paths, we see that for any fixed S of type A,
the number of subsets T D S such that type(T) = v is just the number of path-
coverings of D, of type v, which from the proof of Theorem 3 is
rx!
r,\!
(using the notation of Theorem 3). Now there are e(A)!/rA! subsets S of type A,
and if type(S) = A and type(T) = v then
(-1)ITI- 1s l = (sgn v)(sgn A).
Putting all this together, we see that
S qAT = r cv, (sgn v)(sgn A).
{(Ttype(T)=u}
then
g = a
A
a,\ =
But, again from the proof of Theorem 3,
Hence if g = E•, then
bs = • C r  c,A (sgn v)(sgn A)
rv! ,x{Sltype(S)=v} A=r C(sgn v)c,,(sgn A)cA,
because ((sgn A)c\,) is the matrix of w with respect to the augmented monomial
symmetric function basis (by Proposition 9), and w is an involution. This completes
the proof. I
COROLLARY 3. If g is a Q-positive symmetric function, then g is E-positive. In
particular, XG and the Schur functions are E-positive.
Proof. The first assertion is immediate from Theorem 4. The fact that XG and the
Schur functions are Q-positive is "folklore"; it is implicit in [St5], but see also [Ge2]
and [St2]. I
We caution the reader not to read more into Theorem 4 than is actually there!
For example, Ex is not Q-positive. Nor is it true that the only QT's in the Q-
expansion of Ex with nonzero coefficients are those with type(T) = A. Thus, while
Theorem 4 allows one to translate combinatorial interpretations of the coefficients
of the Q-expansion of a symmetric function g into combinatorial interpretations of
the the coefficients of the 2-expansion of g, there is no guarantee that combinatorial
proofs can be so translated. Some tricky reshuffling of combinatorial information
occurs in the transition from the Q's to the E's.
We should mention another, somewhat more philosophical, reason that the Ex
are interesting. The bases mh-, pA, ex, hA, sx, and fx occur frequently "in nature."
Similarly, there are certain "natural" bases for polynomials, and moreover there is a
correspondence between some of the symmetric function bases and the polynomial
bases given by g ý-+ g(li), e.g., pA corresponds to in , and the reciprocally related
bases hii and fx correspond to in and ij . However, so far as we are aware, no
symmetric function counterpart to the polynomial basis
(i+ n
d n=0,1,...,d
has been proposed before. Proposition 15, together with Theorem 3 and Corollary 3,
suggests that the Ex may be the "right" symmetric function generalization of this
polynomial basis.
If this is the case, one might hope that specializing x,•, might give rise to
an interesting basis for polynomials in two variables. Unfortunately, this does not
seem to be true. However, specializing BE, to a polynomial does provide a simple
proof of a theorem of Chung and Graham whose original proof is quite complicated.
Following Chung and Graham, for any placement T of d non-taking rooks on [d] x [d],
let drop(T) be the subgraph of D with edges corresponding to the squares occupied
by the rooks of T. If D is a digraph with d vertices, let 6 D(q, r, s) be the number of
ordered pairs (S, T) such that S is a set of r edges of D forming precisely s disjoint
cycles and T is a placement of d non-taking rooks on [d] x [d] with S C drop(T)
and Idrop(T) I = q + r. Chung and Graham's result ([CG1, Theorem 2] or [CG2,
Theorem 3]) is then the following.
PROPOSITION 17. For any digraph D with d vertices,
C(D; i, j) = E 6D(q, r, s) (i+ ) (j-1)
q,r,s
Proof. We can restate the desired result as
C(D; i, j+l)= 1, r, s) d-rE-t
q,r,s,t
6D=qr,)(t -d+r+q)( t
q,r,s8,t
From Theorem 2 and the definition of -x,, we have
C(D;i,j+1) = N D \,tu Zi x() (i + 1)'u = ND  (n),X,lX,t, 4 A,,l1,A,t,u
where nx,,,t,u is the number of path-cycle covers of D\,,, with t paths and u cycles.
Now ( )j8 is a basis for polynomials in two variables, so equating coefficients we see
that we just need to prove that for any fixed s and t,
ND, n,,A,t,u s6D(q,r, s) (t-+r+ q
XJA, (U) q,r
We can think of both sides as counting placements of d non-taking rooks on [d] x [d]
with certain multiplicities. On the left-hand side, the number of times each such
placement T is counted equals the number of path-cycle covers of drop(T) with
exactly t paths plus some number of cycles of which s are distinguished. As for the
right-hand side, we can rewrite it as
E D (e - r, r, s) e .i
e-red~rs (t-d+e
Then for any placement T, only one value of e (namely, e = Idrop(T) ) involves T.
Thus if we let e = Idrop(T) , the number of times T is counted is
E (the number of ways of choosing ( 
e- r
r s cycles of drop(T) with r edgesJ (t - d + e
which is just the number of ways of choosing s cycles and then deleting t - (d - e)
of the remaining edges (i.e., creating t - (d - e) new paths). But d - e is the
original number of paths in drop(T), so this results in a total of exactly t paths.
The proposition follows. I
Let us now return from this digression to the problem of generalizing rook
theory to the context of the path-cycle symmetric function. Our next result gener-
alizes a M5bius inversion formula for factorial polynomials due to Goldman, Joichi
and White [GJW4]. For simplicity we consider only the case of acyclic digraphs,
although the generalization to arbitrary digraphs is straightforward. So suppose D
is an acyclic digraph with d vertices and let B be its associated board. Following
an idea of Goldman, Joichi and White, extend the columns of [d] x [d] infinitely
downwards, so that there are now infinitely many rows. Let 9 be the set of all
placements of d rooks such that
1. every rook lies either on B or one of the appended squares, and
2. no two rooks lie in the same column.
Given S E Y, define ir(S) to be the partition of [d] in which two numbers i
and j lie in the same block if and only if the rooks in columns i and j lie in the same
row. To each S E Y we also associate a coloring of [d] as follows. Color the vertex
i E [d] with color j if the rook in column i lies in the jth appended row. Otherwise,
if the rook in column i lies in the jth original row, make vertex i the same color
as vertex j. Since there is exactly one rook in each column, and since D is acyclic,
these rules give a well-defined coloring cs. For every set partition of [d], define
{SEJ'Iir(S)=ir}
where
xS def fi Xcs(i).
---- c s()
Finally define
Tg7--T B de.f E r.
a>7r
PROPOSITION 18. For any acyclic digraph D with d vertices,
lrErld
Proof. By M6bius inversion, the right-hand side is just TP. The S E 9' such that
7r(S) = 0 are just the placements in which no two rooks lie in the same row or
column. The rooks on B then define a path cover and the rooks on the appended
rows then ensure that distinct paths are assigned distinct colors. The theorem
follows from Proposition 5. I
It is not hard to show that this result specializes to [GJW4, Theorem 1(a)].
One might again object that Proposition 18 is contrived because T,~. is simply
a formal device to represent what one gets by M6bius inversion. This time the
objection is harder to meet, because T>ý, is not as "nice" an object as ;=,,. For
example, type(7r) = type(a) does not imply T>D, = TD'. However, we do have one
result that gives some more information about TD?.
PROPOSITION 19. If D is an acyclic digraph then TD, is p-positive.
Proof. Let B be the associated board. We have
{SEYi7r(S)>n }
Collect terms that have identical placements of rooks on B. From the definitions
we see that each such collection of terms corresponds to the set of colorings of V(D)
that are monochromatic on the connected components of the subgraph of D whose
edges are those selected by the placement of rooks on B, except that the condition
ir(S) > 7r imposes the further condition that components which contain elements
of the same block of 7r must always be colored the same color. This gives a power
sum symmetric function, so T,~. is a sum of power sums. I
Note that while Proposition 18 resembles Stanley's formula [St2, Theorem 2.6]
XG= E Ir)Pr
IrELG
(where L 0 is the lattice of contractions of G), there is a significant difference in that
in Proposition 18 all the dependence on the digraph is contained in the T>D, whereas
for XG all the dependence is contained in LG. A variant of of Proposition 18 can
be obtained by considering rook placements with no two rooks in the same row,
but this result also seems contrived and does not suggest any satisfactory analogue
of LG, so we omit the details.
More rook theory can undoubtedly be generalized to our symmetric function
context, but we shall now turn to a different aspect of .D*
4. THE POSET CHAIN CONJECTURE
One of the original motivations for studying Xc and ED is a conjecture by Stanley
and Stembridge [S-S, Conjecture 5.5] called the Poset Chain Conjecture. We restate
this conjecture here for convenience. Following Stanley [St2, section 5], we write
a + b for the poset that is a disjoint union of an a-element chain and a b-element
chain, and we say that a poset is (a + b)-free if it contains no induced subposet
isomorphic to a + b. Then the Stanley-Stembridge conjecture is equivalent to the
following.
CONJECTURE 1. If P is a (3 + 1)-free poset, then XG(P) is e-positive.
In view of Proposition 2, this conjecture can also be viewed as a conjecture
about 'D. One of the most important partial results is the following theorem of
Gasharov [Gal].
PROPOSITION 20. If P is a (3 + 1)-free poset, then XG(p) is s-positive. I
The main result of this section is a slight extension of Gasharov's result that will
illustrate the subtlety of Conjecture 1. To state our result we need some definitions.
DEFINITION. A loopless digraph is weakly (3 +1)-free if, for any ordered pair (u, v)
of vertices of D, either D or D' fails to have a directed path of length two from u
to v.
Note that weakly (3 + 1)-free digraphs need not be transitively closed or even
acyclic. Our nomenclature is justified by the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 21. If P is a poset, then P is (3 + 1)-free if and only if D(P) is
weakly (3 + 1) -free.
Proof. Saying that D(P) is weakly (3 + 1)-free is equivalent to saying that if u -+
v -+ w is a directed path of length two in D(P) and x is any element such that
(u, x) is not an edge of D(P), then (x, w) is an edge of D(P). Saying that P is
(3 + 1)-free is equivalent to saying that if u -+ v -+ w is a chain in P and x is any
element such that u ý x in P, then x < w in P. Clearly these two are equivalent. I
DEFINITION. Let D be a digraph. A D-array is an array
V1 , 1  V 1 ,2  ..
V2,1 V2, 2  ...
where each vi,j is either undefined or an element of D and such that
1. for all i,j > 1, if vi,j+1 is defined, then vi,j is defined and (vi,j, vi,j+l) is an
edge of D, and
2. every element of D appears exactly once in the array.
The shape of a D-array is the sequences of the lengths of (the defined portion
of) the rows. A D-tableau is a D-array such that
3. for all i,j _ 1, if vi+l,j is defined, then vi,j is defined and (vi+l,j, vi,j) is not
an edge of D.
Our definitions of D-array and D-tableau are motivated by Gasharov's use of
Gessel-Viennot [GV2] P-arrays and P-tableaux in his proof of Proposition 20. We
can now state our generalization.
THEOREM 5. If D is a weakly (3 + 1) -free digraph, then the coefficient of sx in
D (X, 0) is the number of D-tableaux of shape A.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to Gasharov's, and we refer to his paper for
some details which we shall omit. Let St denote the group of permutations of [L].
If A = (A1,... ,A ) is an integer partition and ir E St, then we denote by 7r(A) the
sequence
Define cA by
-D (X,0) = C\S\ (X).
By the same Jacobi-Trudi argument that Gasharov uses,
cA = (sgn r) (coefficient of x ( ) ' in D(X, 0)),
7rESt
where sgn ?r is the sign of the permutation 7r. Now by Proposition 5, Do(x, 0) counts
path colorings of D, and path colorings of D are in bijection with D-arrays (the
rows of the D-array give the directed paths and the path in row i is assigned the
color i). If we let
A = {(7r, T) I 7 E Se and T is a D-array of shape r(A)I},
it then follows that
cx=  sgn r.
(w,T)EA
Now let
B = {(7r, T) E A IT is not a D-tableau}
and note that if T is a D-tableau, then ir(A)1 > ir(A) 2 > ... so that 7r must be the
identity permutation. Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to find an involution cp :
B -+ B such that if (a, T') = P(7r, T) then sgn a = -sgn r. Gasharov's involution
works without modification; for completeness we restate it here. If
11,1 V1,2 ...
T = V2,1 V2,2 ...
then let c = c(T) be the smallest positive integer such that condition 3 fails for j = c
and some i. Let r = r(T) be the largest i with this property. Define a = 7ro(r, r+l1)
where (r, r + 1) is the permutation that interchanges r and r + 1. Define
1,1 U1,2 ..
T ' = u2,1 U2,2 ...
by letting
(a) ui,j=vi,if i r or i r+lor(i=rand j c-1) or(i=r+land j c);
(b) Ur,j = ,r+l,j+l if j > c and vr+l,j+l is defined;
(c) Ur+l,j = vr,j-1 if j _ c + 1 and vr,j-1 is defined.
(Other values of the array T' remain undefined.) Now row r + 1 of T' satisfies
condition 1, because if vr,c is defined then (vr+l,c, Vr,c) is an edge of D by definition
of r and c. To show that T' is a D-array it suffices to show that row r satisfies
condition 1 since condition 2 is obviously satisfied. Possible trouble arises only if
c > 2, but then vr+1 ,c-1 - vr+l,c -+ vr+l,c+l is a path of length two in D and
(vr+l,c-1, Vr,c-1) is not an edge in D, so it follows from the assumption that D is
weakly (3 + 1)-free that (Vr,c-1, Vr+l,c+l) is an edge of D, and condition 1 is met.
Now (vr+l,c, vr+l,c+l) is an edge of D so if ur,c is defined (Ur+l,c, ur,c) is an edge
of D (since ur+l,c = Vr+l,c and Ur,c = vr+l,c+l) and thus T' is not a D-tableau.
It is clear that T' has shape a(A) and that c(T') = c(T) and r(T') = r(T). Also,
sgn a = -sgn ir, so cp is the desired sign-reversing involution. I
Note that a digraph is weakly (3 + 1)-free if and only if its complement is
weakly (3 + 1)-free, so Corollary 2 applied to Theorem 5 does not enlarge the class
of known s-positive path-cycle symmetric functions.
It is natural to conjecture that if D is weakly (3 + 1)-free then ED (, 0) is
e-positive, but for instance if we let D be the digraph
we find (with the aid of John Stembridge's SF package for Maple) that
-D (X, 0) = 84 + 2831 + 822 + 48211 + 381111 = 3e31 - e 21 1 + e1111 .
In fact, of the five essentially distinct weakly (3 + 1)-free acyclic digraphs on four
vertices that are not transitively closed, only one is e-positive. So the way the
property of being (3+1)-free is used in Gasharov's proof is far from enough to yield
e-positivity even if the condition of acyclicity is added. This shows how delicate
Conjecture 1 is.
Chapter 3
The Chromatic Symmetric Function
In this chapter we prove a number of miscellaneous results about the chromatic sym-
metric function XG. The basic reference for XG is [St2] (but see also [St4][Gal][Ga2]).
1. G-ASCENTS
As explained in [St2], the expansion of XG in terms of fundamental quasi-symmetric
functions has an interpretation in terms of P-partitions. In the previous chapter
we saw that this implies that the coefficients of the E-expansion of XG have a
combinatorial interpretation in terms of P-partitions. In this section we give another
combinatorial interpretation of the coefficients that is based on the concept of a G-
descent (see [CG2]; the definition in [CG1] contains a minor error) or the equivalent
concept of a G-ascent.
DEFINITION. Fix a graph G with vertex set [n]. Given a permutation r of [n] and
a vertex v E [n], define the rank p,(v) of v to be the largest integer r for which
there exists an increasing sequence of positive integers
ii < i2 < ... < ir < ir+1 = 7r-(v)
such that {ir(ij), ir(ij+i)} is an edge of G for all j. We say that 7r has a G-ascent
at v if either
(i) p7 (v) < p.(w), or
(ii) p,(v) = p,(w) and v < w,
where w = r(Ir-l(v) + 1). The G-ascent type of -r is the integer partition of n
whose parts are the lengths of the subwords obtained by breaking the one-line
representation of 7r after each number at which 7r has a G-ascent.
For example, suppose that n = 3 and that G has an edge between 1 and 3 and
no other edges. Let 7r be the permutation 132, i.e., the permutation that fixes 1
and exchanges 2 and 3. Then
p,(l) = p,1( 2) = 0 and p,(3) = 1.
Furthermore, 7r has a unique G-ascent (at 1), and breaking 132 after the 1 gives
two subwords, one with two letters and the other with one letter, so the G-ascent
type of 132 is the integer partition (2, 1).
THEOREM 6. Let G be a graph with V(G) = [n]. If
XG = ZNAA.
is the E-expansion of XG, then NA is the number of permutations of [n] with G-
ascent type A.
Proof. Given a stable partition a of G and a linear ordering (al, a 2 ,...,a) of
its blocks, we will define an associated permutation of [n] (represented in one-line
notation) that will consist of a certain permutation of the elements of al (the exact
permutation will be specified in a moment) followed by a certain permutation of
the elements of a2, and so on.
Before we specify how the elements within each ao are ordered, we first notice
that if rl, and r2 are any two permutations of the above form, then p, (v) =
p, 2 (v) for all v, because there are no edges of G between vertices in the same block
of a. Thus we may speak of the "rank of a vertex" without ambiguity, even before
specifying the permutation.
We now single out a particular permutation of the above form by arranging the
vertices within each block as follows: first arrange the vertices in decreasing order
of rank, and then within each rank, arrange the vertices in numerically decreasing
order. The motivation for this arrangement is that in the resulting permutation,
the only place that a G-ascent can occur is between adjacent blocks of a. This fact
will play an important role shortly.
We next claim that the number of ordered stable partitions of type i that
give rise to a fixed permutation 7 equals e(p)! ax,, where A is the G-ascent type
of 7r and ax, is the coefficient of h-, in -\x. To see this, let a be the ordered
partition obtained by breaking 7r after each number at which there is a G-ascent. A
refinement of a is defined to be an ordered partition obtained by breaking 7r at each
break of a, plus (optionally) any number of other locations. From the definition
of Ex, we see that to prove our claim, it suffices to show that it is precisely the type I
refinements of a that generate 7r. We note first that it is only such refinements that
can possibly generate 7r, by the remark at the end of the preceding paragraph. It
thus remains to show that every such refinement is in fact an ordered stable partition
that generates ir.
To see that every refinement is stable, it suffices to show that a is stable. But
if i < j and ir(i) and ir(j) are adjacent, then the rank of ir(j) must exceed the rank
of 7r(i), so there must be at least one G-ascent between i and j, and thus ir(i) and
ir(j) must be in different blocks of a.
To see that every refinement generates 7r, note that the only way this could
fail to happen is if the elements in some block of the refinement are not ordered
properly (i.e., in decreasing order of rank, and in decreasing numerical order within
each rank). However, rank is defined without reference to partitions, so when we
pass from a to one of its refinements, the vertices must be ordered properly in the
refinement, provided that they were ordered properly in a. Finally, the vertices of a
are ordered properly, because otherwise there would be a G-ascent inside a block
of a. This completes the proof of our claim.
Thus, if we let bA be the number of stable partitions of G of type ip, then for
all p,
Multiplying both sides by Thc/e(p)! and summing over p,
X =C Z bn, = ZN a>,\,, ZN \ 6;EI
2. THE POSET CHAIN CONJECTURE REVISITED
In this section we give a new combinatorial proof of a (known) special case of the
Poset Chain Conjecture. We hope that our method can be generalized to handle
more cases, although so far we have not been able to do so.
Let P be a poset. Recall from [GV2] or [Gal] that a P-array is an array
V1 ,1  V1 ,2  .
V2,1 V2 ,2  ...
where each vi,j is either undefined or an element of P and such that
1. every element of P appears exactly once in the array, and
2. for all i, j _ 1, if vi,j+1 is defined, then vij is defined and vj < vi,j+l in P.
The shape of a P-array is the sequences of the lengths of (the defined portion
of) the rows. A P-tableau is a P-array such that
3. for all i,j _ 1, if vi+1, is defined, then Vi,j is defined and vi+l,j 1 vi,j in P.
We then have the following result of Gasharov [Gal].
PROPOSITION 22. If P is a (3 + 1)-free poset and
XG(P) Zax s,
is the s-expansion of XG(P), then a, is the number of P-tableaux of shape A. I
It is also well known [Mac, Table 1, p. 56] that
where K,,x is the number of semi-standard (i.e., row-nondecreasing and column-
increasing) Young tableaux of shape i' and content A. This points the way to a
possible strategy for proving e-positivity of a (3 + 1)-free poset P combinatorially:
try to find a partition of the set of all P-tableaux such that for each block there is
an integer partition A such that the number of P-tableaux of shape A in that block
equals K,,x. From the above facts, we see that the existence of such a partition
implies that P is e-positive.
So far this method has not yielded new e-positivity results, but it does lead to a
combinatorial proof of the known fact [S-S] that 3-free posets (i.e., posets which do
not contain an induced subposet isomorphic to a three-element chain) are e-positive.
PROPOSITION 23. If P is a 3-free poset, then XG(P) is e-positive.
Proof. Let us define a P-diagram to be an arrangement of the elements of P into two
columns, justified along the top edge, such that the height of the right-hand column
does not exceed the.height of the left-hand column. (The columns are allowed to be
empty.) We define the popping operation as follows. To pop a P-diagram, remove
the bottommost element from the right-hand column and place it at the bottom
of the left-hand column. (It is illegal to pop P-diagrams with empty right-hand
columns.)
Assume now that P is 3-free. Notice that this implies that every P-array has at
most two columns, so that in particular every P-array is a P-diagram. If T and T'
are P-tableaux, we define the relation . by letting T - T' if one of them can be
obtained from the other by a sequence of pops. Clearly ~ is an equivalence relation,
and hence it induces a partition ir = (7rl, 7r2,...) of the set of all P-tableaux.
For each i, let Ti be the P-tableau in Iri with the highest right-hand column.
Now fix any i. We claim that any P-diagram obtained from Ti by a sequence of
pops is in fact a P-tableau (and therefore lies in 7ri). To see this, note that the only
way a problem can arise is if an element of P that is shifted to the left-hand column
in the course of a pop turns out to be less than the element that it ends up sitting
underneath. However, because Ti is a P-array, any element x in the right-hand
column of Ti is larger than at least one other element of P (namely, the element
immediately to the left of x in Ti), and since P is 3-avoiding, x cannot be less than
any other element in P. This establishes our claim.
Let Ai be the conjugate of the shape of Ti. In view of the remarks preceding
the theorem statement, we see that all there is left to prove is that for all i, the
number of P-tableaux in ri of shape 1 equals K,Axi. Now since A' has at most two
parts, K,
,Ai = 1 if I1i' = IA'i, IL' has at most two parts and p' > Ai, and K,,~ , = 0
otherwise. Then from the previous paragraph we see that there is indeed exactly
one P-tableau in 7ri of shape j when K,,&i = 1 and there are no P-tableaux of
other shapes. I
3. RECONSTRUCTION
In [St2], several expansions of the chromatic polynomial are generalized to expan-
sions of XG. One notable omission is the multiplicative expansion (see [Big, Chap-
ter 11]), which has an important application to the graph reconstruction conjecture.
It turns out, however, that the multiplicative expansion of a graph invariant even
more general than XG was derived by Tutte a long time ago. In this section we
indicate the connection between Tutte's work and the theory of the chromatic sym-
metric function, and in particular we show how Tutte's work implies that XG is
reconstructible.
Recall that the list of vertex-deleted subgraphs of a graph G is the multiset of
unlabelled graphs
{G \v I v E V(G)}.
The graph G is reconstructible if no other graph has the same list of vertex-deleted
subgraphs that G does. It is a major unsolved problem in graph theory whether
or not every graph with more than two vertices is reconstructible. See [Bon] for a
recent survey.
If G is a graph and S C E(G), define G -S to be the subgraph of G consisting
of the edges of S together with their incident vertices. (In particular, G - S has
no isolated vertices.) Now for each isomorphism class K of connected graphs with
at least two vertices, let XK be an indeterminate. Also let t be an indeterminate
distinct from all the XK. Given any graph G, define
J(G) de 1I tlV(H)IxH,
SCE(G) HCG-S
where the product is over all connected components H of G -S. (If this product is
empty we take its value to be one.) We then have the following theorem of Tutte
[Tul, 6.6].
PROPOSITION 24. The coefficients of all the terms of J(G) are reconstructible, save
possibly those terms containing XH where V(H) = V(G). I
We remark, for the benefit of the reader who wishes to consult Tutte's paper,
that we have used J(G) for what Tutte calls J(E(G)), that we have used XH in
place of f(H), and that we are restricting our attention to the C(G; la) case.
From Proposition 24 it is easy to derive the following result.
PROPOSITION 25. XG is reconstructible.
Proof. From [St2, Theorem 2.5], we have
XG = E (-1)jSlpx(s)
SCE(G)
where A(S) denotes the partition of d whose parts are equal to the vertex sizes of the
connected components of the spanning subgraph of G with edge set S. It suffices
to show that
XG def (-)SIl 17 PIV(H)j
SCE(G) HCG-S
is reconstructible; what we have done is to "set pi = 1 in XG," which might appear
at first to result in some loss of information, but it is easy to see that XG can be
recovered from XG using the fact that XG is homogeneous.
Now set t = 1 and XH = (--1)E(H)JpJV(H)I. Then J(G) becomes kc, and from
Proposition 24 it follows that all the coefficients in the p-expansion of XG can be
reconstructed except possibly for the coefficient of p,, where n = IV(G)I. However,
the coefficient of p, in XG equals the coefficient of Pn in XG, which in turn equals
the coefficient of i in the chromatic polynomial Xc(i) (as we can see by specializing
XG(1 i ) = XG(i)). Since the chromatic polynomial is reconstructible ([Tul, 7.5] or
[Tu2]), this completes the proof. I
4. SUPERFICATION
Recall that the superfication of a symmetric function g is defined by
g(x/y) = w.g(X, y).
Stanley [St2] has briefly considered the superfication of XG and has also asked what
can be said about the two-variable polynomial Xc(1li/j). We investigate the latter
question in this section.
Some results can be obtained trivially by specializing known theorems about XG.
For example, we can specialize [St2, Theorem 4.3] as follows. Let P and rP be two
disjoint copies of the positive integers. Denote the elements of P by 1, 2, 3,... and
denote the elements of ]P by 1, 2, 3,.... Linearly order the disjoint union P U P by
using the natural order on each of the sets P and P and, additionally, declaring
every element of P to be less than every element of P. The following proposition
then follows immediately from [St2, Theorem 4.3].
PROPOSITION 26. For any graph G, XG(li/l j ) is the number of pairs (o, n) such
that o is an acyclic orientation of G and
n : V(G) -+ {1, 2, ... ,i} U { 1, 21, ... ,}
is a map such that (a) if u -+ v is an edge of a then n(u) > 1(v), and (b) if u -+ v
is an edge of o and both ;(u) and r(v) lie in P, then s(u) > K(v). I
A second example is the following result, whose proof we omit since it follows
a standard line of argumentation in the the theory of P-partitions and is somewhat
long. The reader is referred to [St3, Chapter 4] and [St5] for the relevant theory
and definitions.
PROPOSITION 27. For any graph G with n vertices,
Xc(I1/li) = E n i(+ Dn-k(r) j+ k(r)
0 wrE(i() k=O
where the first sum is over all acyclic orientations o of G, 6 denotes the poset that
is the transitive closure of o, _Y• denotes the Jordan-Holder set, Dk(7r) denotes the
number of descents in the first k digits of ir, and Ak(lr) denotes the number of
ascents in the last k digits of ir. I
For our third and final example we need a definition:
(G (m, n)def Xa(l(m-n)/2/l(m+n)/2).
PROPOSITION 28. The coefficients of the polynomial *G(m, n) are nonnegative in-
tegers.
Proof. Corollary 2.7 of [St2] states that wXG is p-positive, i.e., XG is a nonnega-
tive integer combination of (sgnA)px, or a polynomial in the signed power sums
(sgn d)pd = (-1)d-lpd with nonnegative integer coefficients. Now
(--1)d-lpd(x/y) = (-1) d-(pd(X) + (-1)d-lpd(y)) = (-1)d-lpd(X) + pd(y),
so
(-1)d-lpd(li/1j) = (_1)d-li + j.
If we set m = j + i and n = j - i, then we see that X 0 (li/1 j) is a polynomial in m
and n with nonnegative integer coefficients. By rewriting the equations m = j + i
and n = j - i in the form i = (m - n)/2 and j = (m + n)/2 we see that the
proposition follows. I
Apart from such specializations of known theorems, however, it seems hard to
find significant results. For example, it is easily checked that no deletion-contraction
recurrence is possible. The best we have been able to do is to find a recurrence for
trees which has some interesting properties. Unfortunately we have not found any
applications for this recurrence, although it seems that it might be possible to use
it to obtain some partial results towards the question, posed by Stanley, of whether
nonisomorphic trees have distinct chromatic symmetric functions.
To state the recurrence we must first define two invariants that are closely
related to ýG. Let T be a rooted tree, i.e., a tree with a distinguished vertex. Let
T' be the tree obtained by adjoining an extra vertex v to T that is adjacent to the
root of T (and to no other vertices). Define oaT(m, n) to be the number of pairs
(o, n) such that o is an acyclic orientation of T' and r : V(T') -+ P U P is a map
that sends v to 1, whose image lies in
{1,2,..., (m- n)/2} U {1,2,..., (m+ n)/2},
and that also satisfies the conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 26. Define f3T(m, n)
in the same way except with the phrase "sends v to 1" replaced by "sends v to 1."
We then have the following theorem.
THEOREM 7. Let T be a rooted tree with root v, and let . be the family of rooted
trees that results when v is deleted from T. (The root of a tree in 9 is the vertex
that was adjacent to v before deletion.) Then
2a&(m, n) = (m - n - 2) 11 as(m, n) + (m + n) s (m, n)
SE-. SE.-
and 20(m, n) = (m + n + 2) JI 3s(m, n) + (m - n) J as(m, n).
SES. SE'
Proof. Fix an arbitrary mapK : V(T) --+ {1, 2,..., (m-n)/2}U{I, 2,..., (m + n)/2}.
We seek acyclic orientations o of T that are compatible with K in the sense that
(o, K) satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 26. Observe first that if K maps
any two adjacent vertices to the same element of P, then no acyclic orientations are
compatible with i. Otherwise, we note that conditions (a) and (b) force a particular
orientation of every edge except those edges whose endvertices are mapped to the
same element of P, in which case the conditions (a) and (b) impose no constraint
on the orientation. Now since T is a tree, every orientation of its edges is an acyclic
orientation, and in particular every orientation of the edges of T that meets the
necessary conditions just stated is in fact an acyclic orientation compatible with K.
With this in mind, we now consider aT. Adjoin a vertex v to form T', and
map v to 1. We wish to extend this to a map K of all the vertices of T' into
{1, 2,..., (m - n)/2} U {1I, 2,..., (m + n)/2},
and for each such K we want to find all compatible acyclic orientations of T'. The
total number of such compatible pairs will give us aT(m, n). Begin by splitting into
two cases: in the first case, the root of T is mapped into P, and in the second case,
the root of T is mapped into P. In the first case, mapping the root to 1 results
in adjacent vertices being mapped to the same element of P, so we discard this
possibility. There remain
m-n m-n-2
1=
2 2
other possible colors in P for the root of T. Now comes the key observation: for
each such coloring of the root of T, we obtain
J as(m,n)
SE.-
corresponding compatible pairs. For once the color of the root of T is fixed, each
tree in Jr may be oriented and colored independently, and the number of ways of
doing this for a particular S E J is just as(m, n)-the root of T plays the role of
the adjoined vertex of S'. (There is a slight technicality here in that in the definition
of as the adjoined vertex is required to be mapped to 1, whereas here it may be
mapped to an arbitrary element of P, but it is clear that there is a bijection between
the two sets of configurations, with the only difference being that the orientation
of the edge joining the root of S to the root of T may need to be reversed in some
cases.) Furthermore, the orientation of the edge between v and the root of T is
forced. Thus the total number of compatible pairs in the first case is
2 as (m, n).SE-gr
If we now consider the second case, we see that there are (m + n)/2 choices
of colors in P for the root of T and that each such choice forces the orientation of
the edge between v and the root of T. The number of ways of extending each such
configuration to the entire tree is
H /s(rn).
SE-gr
Adding up the two cases proves the first formula of our theorem.
The second formula is proved similarly; the only new twist is that instead of
discarding the case where v and the root of T are assigned the same color, we must
count it twice, since in this case the edge between v and the root of T may be
oriented in either direction. This accounts for the term (p + q + 2). 1
Theorem 7 allows us to state the precise relationship between X and a and 8.
PROPOSITION 29. Let T be a rooted tree. Then
n) (n + m)aT(m, n) + (n - m)P3 T(m, n)
2(n + 1)
Proof. Let JF be the family of rooted trees resulting when the root of T is deleted.
Then it is clear from the definitions of j, a and 3
XT(m, n)= ( 2 m-n f as (mn)+(m n) J 3s (m,n),
SE.• SEE.
where the two terms in this sum correspond to mapping the root of T into P and iP
respectively. We can then invert the formulas in Theorem 7 to solve for the products
in terms of caT and 3 T (since the determinant of(m-n-2 m-n
m+n mr+n+2
is not identically zero) to obtain the desired formula. I
Notice that the left-hand side of Proposition 29 is independent of the choice of
root, even though the terms on the right-hand side are not.
If we compute a few examples by hand, we quickly notice that a and 3 are
closely related to each other. More precisely, we say that two polynomials 7y (m, n)
and 72 (m, n) form a related pair if the sign of the coefficient of any nonzero term
m r ns in y7(m, n) equals (-1)d- r (where d denotes the degree of -1) and if 72 can
be obtained from 71 by changing all the minus signs to plus signs.
PROPOSITION 30. Let T be a rooted tree with d vertices. Then the degree of aT
equals d and aT and fT form a related pair.
Proof. That the degree is d follows easily (e.g., by induction). For the second part of
the proposition, we proceed by induction on d. Let J be the family of rooted trees
obtained by deleting the root of T. Then for all S E JF, as and Os form a related
pair by the induction hypothesis, since each S E L has fewer than d vertices. It
follows easily that
H as and fJP3s
SEYF SE5r
form a related pair, with degree d - 1. We may rewrite Theorem 7 in the form
aT= m ( /s + as + n( 3- as) - as
SEs SEs SEg SEl SE3
3T = 1 m ( 3s + as + n s - as + 3s
SE-gr SE3V SE-r SEdSE.Q"
where we have omitted some of the m's and n's for brevity.
We now show that the terms in aT have the appropriate sign. Since H as and
1 ls form a related pair, their sum contains only terms whose power of m differs
from the highest power of m (namely d - 1) by an even integer, and moreover the
surviving terms are all nonnegative. Hence the contribution to aT from the first
summand has the correct signs. For the second summand, note that H /s - H as
contains only terms that differ from d - 1 by an odd integer, and that all these
terms are nonnegative. Multiplying by n does not change any exponents of m, so
the contribution from the second summand also has the correct signs. Finally, it is
clear that - H as also contributes the correct signs.
To conclude the proof it suffices to show that fT can be obtained by changing
all the minus signs in aT to plus signs. As we noted before, the first two summands
consist entirely of nonnegative terms, so the only thing we need to check is that
changing all minus signs to plus signs in - f as gives 1 ,ls, but this follows from
the induction hypothesis. I
We conclude this section with the remark that if we could show that aT is
always irreducible, then it would follow that distinct rooted trees always have dis-
tinct aT'S. For suppose we are given a polynomial and are told that it equals aT for
some rooted tree T. Then Proposition 30 lets us compute '3T, and then inverting
the formulas in Theorem 7 allows us to compute 1- as and 1 J 3 s. By irreducibility
we can then recover the as, and by induction we may assume that all the S's may
be reconstructed from the corresponding as. This would then allows us to recon-
struct T. Unfortunately, proving irreducibility seems even harder than proving the
original conjecture!
5. Xo(t)
In [St4] Stanley considers briefly some generalizations of XG, including an invariant
that he calls XG(t). Conceivably, an entire thesis could be written about XG(t), but
here we present only the most basic facts, including one result that is mentioned
in [St4] but whose proof is omitted there.
Let G be a graph and let , be a map from V(G) into the positive integers.
Define
xdef jI X(v)
v•EV(G)
and say that an edge is monochromatic if n maps its endvertices to the same integer.
Stanley [St4] defines
XG (t) d'eE(1 t)m(Z)x ,
where the sum is over all maps a from V(G) into the positive integers and m(K)
denotes the number of monochromatic edges. The motivation for this definition is
that if we set n of the x's equal to one and the rest equal to zero, the resulting
two-variable polynomial is equivalent to the coboundary polynomial (and therefore
the Tutte polynomial). See [B-O] for more details.
THEOREM 8. For any graph G,
XG(t) = tspA(S).
SCE(G)
(Remark: here A(S) is as in [St2, Theorem 2.5] or as in the proof of Proposition 25.)
Proof. Fix k > 0 and consider the coefficient of tk in XG(t). The maps K that
contribute to this coefficient are those with m(r,) > k. Each such map contributes
Regard the binomial coefficient here as choosing k of the m(K) monochromatic
edges. Then we see that we can sum these contributions in another way: first
list all k-subsets S C E(G), and then for each such S, consider all maps K that
make every edge in S monochromatic. A moment's thought reveals that this sum
is precisely Px(s), and the theorem follows. I
COROLLARY 4. Let G be a forest. Then the coefficient of each power sum in the
power sum expansion of XG(t) is a monomial in t.
Proof. If S C E(G), let G(S) be the subgraph of G with vertex set V(G) and edge
set S. Fix any integer partition A. Since G is a forest, G(S) is also a forest for any
subset S, and moreover the number of edges of S equals the number of vertices of G
minus the number of connected components of G(S), i.e.,
ISI = IV(G) - e(A(s)).
This means that in the sum in Theorem 8, every term in p, has a coefficient of
tIl(G)lI-(X), independent of S. This proves the corollary. I
THEOREM 9. For any graph G,
XG(t) = 1 (1 + t)n(, )L(ir, o)p,,
r,YELG
where LG is the lattice of contractions of G and n(ir) is the number of edges whose
endvertices lie in the same block of ir.
Proof. For each a E LG, define
X, = z" X ,
where the sum is over all maps such that the monochromatic edges are precisely
those edges with both endvertices in the same block of a. This is the same defini-
tion that Stanley makes in his proof of the M6bius function formula for XG [St2,
Theorem 2.6]; as Stanley observes, every map r belongs to exactly one X,, so
p, = E X,"
a>7r
for all ir E LG. By M6bius inversion,
a>7r
But clearly
XG(t) = + (lt)n(1)X ,
7rELG
and the theorem follows. I
6. COUNTEREXAMPLES
We conclude by mentioning two counterexamples. In [St2] it is shown that XG
does not determine G. One might wonder what properties of G the chromatic
symmetric function does determine. Does, for example, XG determine whether or
not G is planar? The answer is no, because the graphs
have the same chromatic symmetric function but
a subdivision of K5 ) while the second one is.
the first graph is not planar (it is
Another question might be whether XG(p) determines the dimension of the
poset P. (Recall that the dimension of a poset is the minimum number of totally
ordered sets needed to express the poset as an intersection of totally ordered sets-
see [Tro].) Again, the answer is no; for example, the incomparability graphs of the
posets with Hasse diagrams
have the same chromatic symmetric function, but the first poset has dimension 2
while the second poset has dimension 3.
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